
Kit : Liquid Densit ies & Polar vs 
Non-Polar Liquids

You Will Need:
- ¼ cup oil
- Water
- Food coloring/other nontoxic 

water dye
- 2 teaspoons salt
- A ¼  cup measuring cup
- A spoon
- A syringe or baster
- 3 clear cups

Direct ions:
1. Pour ¼ cups of water into a cup.
2. Pour ¼ cups of oil into the same cup.
3. Mix the oil and water mix well and set  it  aside.
4. Pour the salt  into another cup and a ¼  cup of water. 

Add 1-3 drops of food coloring. St ir the solut ion with a 
spoon unt il the salt  becomes dissolved.

5. Pour ¼  cups of water into the other cup and dye the 
water a different  color, then st ir it  so the dye mixes in.

6. Fill the syringe or baster with fresh water.
7. Carefully and slowly empty the fresh water into the 

glass with the salt  water, you can let  it  drip down the 
edge of the glass to make it  easier. The fresh water 
should sit  on top of the salt  water. 

8. Check out  Quest ion 1.
9. Take another look at  the oil and water mixture and see 

what  happened.
10.Try Quest ion 2.
11.Mix up the fresh and  salt  water.
12.Try the rest  of the quest ions .
13.Check out  the Explanat ions sect ion.

Quest ions:
1. Make a Predict ion: 

In the next  step, you are going to take a look at  the oil and water mixture. Do you think it  will look 
the same as when you mixed it , or different? If you are predict ing something else, what  do you think 
it  will look like?

2. Make another Predict ion: 

In the next  step, you are going to mix up your fresh water and salt  water solut ion. Do you think it  will 
act  the same as the water and oil mixture, and separate?

3. Make Observat ions: 

What  happened to the oil and water mixture after you mixed it? What  happened to the fresh and 
salty waters after you mixed them?

4. Think About  It : 

Why do you think what  happened, happened? What  is the difference between the two mixtures?



Explanat ions:  Liquid Densit ies & 
Polar vs Non-Polar Liquids

What Should Have Happened: 
- When you put  the fresh water and salt  water into the glass, they should have stayed separated.
- The oil and water mixture should have separated.
- When you mix together the two waters, they should have mixed together all the way and not  

separated.

Why It  Happened:
- Salt  Water and Fresh Water:

-  Fresh water is less dense than salt  water. This means that  the fresh water will sort  of 
float  on top of salt  water.

- Oil and Water: 
- Oil is also less dense than water so it  will sit  on top of the water.

- Oil and Water Separat ing but  the Salt  Water and Fresh Water Staying Together: 
- Water and oil are two different  types of liquid. One big difference is that  water is polar 

while oil is non-polar. This is a fancy way of saying that  they are made different ly. Polar 
things like to st ick to each other so the fresh water and salt  water wanted to st ick to 
each other but  not  to the oil. Because of this difference, salt  water and fresh water will 
mix together, while oil and water will naturally separate no mat ter how well you mix 
them 

- Another Explanat ion: Think about  magnets. They st ick to other magnet ic things 
but  only to magnet ic things. They don?t  st ick to a piece of paper or a wooden 
table. This is how polar and non-polar molecules act , as shown in your 
experiment . The fresh water and salt  water are polar, so they act  like magnets, 
but  they don?t  st ick to other non-polar things (such as the oil).



Real World Example :
- Oil and Water 

- Oil spills happen when lots of oil gets into the 
ocean by accident  while people are t rying to 
collect  it . Oils spills are very harmful to plants 
and animals that  live in the oceans. To clean up 
the oil spills people surround them with oil 
containment  booms that  float  on  top of the 
water. Because oil floats on top of water, the 
booms are able to  t rap the oil in one place.

- Fresh Water and Salt  Water
-  Rivers are usually fresh water. Rivers flow 

into other rivers and eventually flow into the 
ocean which is salt  water. In between the 
ocean and the rivers are special habitats called 
estuaries. Because salt  water and fresh water 
mix, estuaries have water that  is in between 
the ocean and the rivers in terms of salt iness. 
Water that  is in between salty and fresh is 
known as brackish water.

-

If It  Didn't  Work: 
Somet imes it?s hard to layer the fresh water on top of the salt  water. They may have mixed as you 
t ried to put  them in the test  tube. You can t ry again. Remember,  be very gent le.

Oil boom trapping in oil.

Mattole River estuary in California.

Explanat ion Sect ion:  Liquid 
Densit ies & Polar vs Non-Polar 
Liquids
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